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Case study content 
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Scenario A 
(10 v 3) 

Scenario B 
(60 v 6) 

Simulated dataset to support discussions 

(which statistical approach for which situation) 
 

 Complex manufacturing change for a Biological product 
(Injectible mAb) 

 5 CQAs identified as relevant for comparative assessment 
amongst typical mAb attributes (see right) 

 Each CQA randomly generated to illustrate a different data 
pattern (details in next slide) 

 Two different sample-sizes: 

• Scenario A: Small dataset, 10 v 3 batches (pre/post) 

• Scenario B: Rather large dataset, 60 v 6 batches (pre/post)  

 

Statistical approaches 
 

Comparative methods for two different objectives: 

 Comparison of ranges 

(is CQA spreading after change consistent with expectations) 

 Comparison of distribution parameters 

(inferential comparison of location/variation estimates) 



Dataset overview 

Potency: 
Continuous 

normally distributed 

Concentration: 
Discontinuous 

(shifts) 

Purity: 
Non-normally 

distributed 

pH: 
Discrete 

HCP: 
Discrete & 

censored 

Pre-change Post-change 

Scenario B (60 v 6) 
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Scenario A (10 v 3) 



 Attribute 
 Data 

properties 

Scenarios 

A (10 v 3) B (60 v 6) 

Potency 
Continuous 

normally 
distributed 

Statistical intervals for post-change results based on the pre-change data ( k*SD) 
- 90% or 99% Prediction Intervals (for p future post-change batches, or their mean) 
- 95% to 99% TI with 90 to 99% coverages 
- k=3 SDs (Levey-Jennings Chart Control Limits) or 4 SDs 

 k >5 should be avoided k >3 should be avoided 

Comparison of ranges: Potency 
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 Attribute 
 Data 

properties 
Scenarios 

A (10 v 3) B (60 v 6) 

Purity 
(CE-SDS) 

Continuous 
non-normally 

dist. 

k*SD (without transformation) 
(lack of normality not detected) 

Or Transformation if and only if routinely 
applied on read-out/scientifically justified 

k*SD after justified transformation 
(transformation should then be routinely applied) 

Or [Min ; Max]  ( 99% conf. 90% coverage non-parametric TI) 
Or Quantile estimates (scientifically-based non-normal distribution,  
smoothed distribution) 

Concentration 
Discontinuous 

(shifts) 

k*SD (without transformation) 
(Process shifts not detected) 

Or Non statistical assessment, e.g. within 
spec limits yet poor alignment (is conclusion 
possible with current data?) 

Prediction intervals based on sum of variance  
components (if source of shift identified) 

Or k*SD on a justified subset of pre-change data 
Or [Min ; Max] 
Or Quantile estimates (scientifically-based non-normal distribution, 
smoothed distribution) 

Comparison of ranges: Purity, Concentration 

6 Pre-change data subset 
(e.g. same complex raw material lot as post-change) 



 Attribute 
 Data 

properties 

Scenarios 

A (10 v 3) B (60 v 6) 

pH Discrete 

Access to non-rounded data if existing 
(rounded reported values should never 
prevent correct statistical assessment) 

Else Scientifically justified limits 
Specification or relevant difference, e.g.  Min-Max 
±0.1 for pH 

Access to non-rounded data if existing 
Else k*SDs because at least N (e.g. 6) unique values exist 

Or Scientifically justified limits (spec…) 
Or Min-Max 

HCP 
Discrete 
& censored 

Scientifically justified limits 
Specification or relevant difference, e.g. 
Max*2 for very low contaminant levels 

If limited censoring (<X% of results): Quantile 
estimate of appropriate distribution after LOQ 
values replacement (MLE of mean and standard deviation) 
Or Scientifically justified limits (Spec..) 
Or Max 

Comparison of ranges: pH, HCP 
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 Attribute 
 Data 

properties 

Scenarios 

A (10 v 3) 
High risk of failure, not recommended to compare distrib. 

parameters with this sample size (all attributes) 

B (60 v 6) 

Potency 
Continuous 

normally 
distributed 

Descriptive statistics difference of means 
/variance estimates vs acceptance criteria 

Or TOST with enlarged acceptance margins (EAC >=3SD, 
for adequate power) and/or flexibility if not passed, but 
not failed  enriched t-test 

Equivalence test (TOST) on means 
+ Check on post-change variance estimates 
or TOST on variance 

Comparison of distribution parameters: Potency 
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Pre-change subset of batches for a 6 vs. 6 side-by-side 
comparison (dedicated analytical session) 

 Attribute 
 Data 

properties 
Scenarios 

A (10 v 3) B (60 v 6) 

Purity 
(CE-SDS) 

Continuous 
non-normally 

dist. 

Same as for normal data 
(lack of normality not detected ) 
 
Or routinely applied 
transformation 

TOST after transformation 
Or TOST without transformation (robust to minor normality departure) 
Or non-parametric TOST (Hodges-Lehman median difference) 

Concentration 
Discontinuous 

(shifts) 

Same as for normal data 
(process shift not detected ) 
 

TOST on a justified subset of pre-change data 
Or model  with pre-change data nested structure (and 90% CI 
of contrast for the difference pre-change vs. post-change) 
Possibly a good case for Bayesian 

Comparison of distribution parameters: Purity, Concentration 
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 Attribute 
 Data 

properties 

Scenarios 
A (10 v 3) B (60 v 6) 

pH Discrete 

Descriptive statistics 
on non-rounded 
data if existing 
 

TOST: enough unique values, non rounded data if existing 

Or Non-parametric TOST (Hodges-Lehman median difference) 
Or Non-parametric descriptive statistics: Comparison of medians & IQR or 
MAD to practical relevance criterion (pre-change data/prior knowledge) 

HCP 
Discrete 
& censored 

Descriptive statistics  If limited censoring (<X% of results) replace LOQ values, then TOST 
(traditional or non-parametric) 

Or Non-parametric descriptive statistics: Comparison of medians & IQR or 
MAD to practical relevance criterion (pre-change data/prior knowledge) 
OR Bayesian approach 

Comparison of distribution parameters: pH, HCP 
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• When sample size is limited, range approach is more robust/generalizable 

• Range approach provides a better control of risks in decision making 
– patient’s risk: concluding similarity with TOST when the means are close but the post-change variability is 

larger, while not appropriately verifiable from small sample size post-change 

– manufacturer’s risk: concluding non-similarity when the means are obviously different but the post-change 
variability is so small that the post-change range is well included in the pre-change range 

• Dedicated analytical session for side-by-side comparison of post-change batches with 
the most representative pre-change batches may bring a strong complementary 
evidence of similarity (neutralizing potential analytical biases) 

• Specification is a straightforward criteria, if properly defined (not max of historical data) 

• Sometimes statistic tests cannot -and then should not- be applied 

• Conclusion is drawn from all the considered attributes and what they relate together 
(not individual success/failures) 

• Multiplicity risk not mentioned 

• Multivariate fingerprint is always a beneficial complement in building evidence of 
comparability 
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General messages 



Questions? 
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